Protecting your products...and your profits.
GRIP SHEET® is a non-slip, stabilizing, protective insert paper
sheet that holds loads in place by increasing the coefficient
of friction between the layers on a pallet and therefore
reduces breakage and protects products distributed on
pallets.
GRIP SHEET® is available in recycled kraft and in a waterproof
version. It is offered in a variety of standard paper weights,
widths and lengths to best fit your application.
Made of recycled paper coated with the exclusive non-slip
coating. Other non-slip recycled substrates are available such as
100% waterproof, a one-side PE coated, Kraft paper, white paper,
printed paper, etc. The most popular packaging is a pallet load of
sheets of dimensions suited to fit the most popular 48”x 40” sized
pallets

Grip Sheet® is re-usable and recyclable
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Why Grip Sheet®

Reduce

Reduces Slip between layers
Stabilizing of loads

Read

?

Reduces the damages caused by slippage
Reduction of Cost caused by slippage

Revenue

Reduces other Packaging materials

Renewable

Isolation of Products
Not just a financial loss saves your reputation too

Recyclable

Main Characteristics
Reuse

High coefficient of friction
Up to 38° of tilt with the standard coating
Up to 45° of tilt with the superior coating

Benefits

Identical non-slip performance on both sides of the sheet
Can be installed manually or automatically

Reduction of damages
Reduction of load shifting on pallet
Stabilization of unstable containers
Increase in customer satisfaction
Safe stacking of loads on pallet

Does not stick to itself or the product
Stabilize loads of all kinds
Grip Sheets keeps original packaging intact without
marking or tearing it

Increase of load per pallet / reduces the number of pallets
Reduces handling, transport costs, and pollution while it also helps increase sales
Reduction of costs, delays and injuries caused by loads falling during handling and transportation
Facilitate the handling of loads on pallet before stretch film
Elimination of stretch film for internal handling and warehousing
Reduction of the packaging costs, warehousing space and handling of packaging materials
Improvement of your products and company’s image
Dangerous or fragile goods are held down securely
Can be fully automated or inserted manually
Grip sheets are totally non toxic and dust free
Grip sheet paper can be recycled and reduced to paper pulp
Pallets handled safely with no risk of breakages

This will

This will

happen

not happen

Is non adhesive and water resistant
Reusable & Recyclable
Protects products against humidity coming from the pallet
Prevents crushing of goods when goods are packed using column stacking with Grip Sheet
Grip Sheet is water repellent and has a low permeability to gases. It helps in the protection of products from moisture
Grip Sheet has a low unit price and is comfortably competitive with alternative methods of stabilization

Grip Sheet® is re-usable and recyclable
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